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Ap world history 1450 to 1750 review

AP® In world history: Modern Units is 1750 AD from 4 to 1450 Ce and 12-15% of the material on the examination. This guide was updated to straighten with new courses! The refrijrating unit (1450 to 1750) ⛵ before 1450, regional trade was torn with more traders and goods flowing as the
Silk Road, Indian Ocean Network, and Trans-South Desert routes. By 1450, the Europeans were set on finding a faster path to Asia. The dependence on land trade was very slow and you did not bring a lot of stuff with you on the back of a camel. Maritime trade will be much more
economically efficient. But still the fastest route to Asia was through the Mediterranean Sea, which had been the monopoleof the Ottomans after Bezaantanas. Was going west a fast path? may be.  ♀ ️ AP To Know From World Dates 1450 to 1750 (Unit 4) Study Tup: You will not be
specifically asked to identify a date. However, knowing the order of events will help a lot with the causes and effect. For this reason, we have identified the most important dates to know. 1453 Usmania took over from America Then, the First Slaves of 1502 AD, america 1517–Martin
Luther/95 Theses 1521 Ce, the Cartes conquered the A.D. 1526. Tokogawa Shogun begins in Japan 1602: Dutch East India Company Established (First Common Stock Company) 1618-1648 AD-30 War 1624 AD: Queen Nang became the ruler of Ndongo 1689 C-Great Revolution 1697
AD: Great Travel in Europe to Study Peter TachenologyOnat 4 Essential KeystoneStudy Tips: Keep in mind the following necessary questions to review this entire unit, this is not the point of practicing the subject questions. Every question was written to help you summarize the important
concept. New technology led to changes in trade &amp; travel? What were the motives and results of the search? What were the causes and effects of the Columbia Exchange? How did the sea (based on the sea) put into empires and expand their power? How was the development of the
marine empires influenced by ethnic division and racist institutions? What were the challenges of power and expansion of the state? How did social hereratis change then? From unit 4STUDIOY-tup to past article questions: Content articles from the early modern era have appeared at
eleven times. Take a few of these questions before reviewing the important concepts below to get a sense of how you will be evaluated. Then, come back after them and practice writing as many as you can! * Ap World History Exam 2017 was revised, so no questions are representative of
the current examination form or rubric before. You can still use the first question to act, however the dabaks will be more than 7 LEQ signals are variously overread, and the robracs are completely different. Use the question from 2002-2016. 2019-DBQ: 16th Century Portuguese Conversion
of Indian Sea Trade 2018-SAQ 4: Agricultural Progress 2018 LEQ: Columbia Exchange 2017-SAQ 2: Human Land Use 2017-LEQ 2: Cquot-leq in labour migration: cquot-leq in labor system: Compare the impact of the Columbia Exchange 1450-1900 2014-LEQ q : Compare the empire
building 2006-DBQ process Silver 2005-LEQ: CCOT Columbia Exchange 2003-LEQ: Impact of the Coat of CCOT Islam  Watch AP World Teacher Patrick Lecorn Run Through 2006 Unit 4 Key Concepts-Course Outline * The following outline was linked to the PC® world history course
description published here in 2019. This outline reflects the most recent revision of the course. Important trends between 1450-1750New technology → more finding→ Colombia Changiffifictus Colombia Kanyagino    of food  population has increased over the eversincesince,
where disease is the highest migration to the soils → the spread of religion, The new Concrete Coltorisantigrashan → trade of the West was actually Global → new marine (sea based) Powernew trading posts → AmericasMercantilism &amp; new powerful citiesinies established in capitalism
The economy had long been achieved stable effitsEuprean middle class → industrialization is the possablimori in circulation → infallahen-perussaperati → funds for arts and archataxilavy trade as demand for faster labor-incresadoter-constrained systems (Incomenda, mit'a) the race &amp;
race-based social class, the first time ever to understand the context of the unit  4 as AP World Teacher Allie Thiessen explains what was going on 4.1 Technology Is  Watch AP World Teacher Iaan Liddle while he goes to innovationThe demand for new inventions to find out the
reasons for new technology. The population had increased and this is due to the greater demand for resources. However, there was a business opportunity in search of resources. The state can be the most powerful with the most access to trade. By 1450, more and more people were
moved in search of religious tolerance and economic opportunities. The increase in the difference between the oppressed and the poor population surged european states to invest in search and trade. The new Technologistich in science tech du'aan in the laws of navagataonnyotaon of the
new scientific discoveries and navigation effects of the navagotavaniutaon of the navavata, astrochart, improved mapmacanastraolaby, latean cell, compass, new ships (caraval, carrock, flavit) New commercial networks in Atlantic and Pacific, which also have large-scale migration of people
(in force and voluntary). The movement of goods and the regional consequences of the people were For example, the Chinese-made mine conquests changed the way they conquered and made their way through South Asia, the Middle East and Europe. It will have the consequences of
landmine violence in the coming decades. Muslim merchants continued to travel on trade routes, such as those they did in the past centuries. During this period, Muslim traders established their own in North Africa and the Indian Ocean, and that is why Islam is a dominant religion in these
areas. Finally, the Europeans built massive military power due to trade profits and access to new weapons. Before 1450, Europeans did not play a prominent role globally, but after 1450, Europeans were the main puppets of the global economy. 4.2 Research: And Events ⚡ Watch: AP
World History -Europe internationally between Europe and Asia had to go through the Mediterranean sea between Konniktownstradi which was controlled by the Italian city state. Spanish, Portuguese, French, English, and Dutch had to find another way to stay competitive, so that they
invested in search. For Palloratavaneuropeans #traderaceMotives were primarily motivated by money, religion, hostility and victory. If they can get Asia on the path faster, then the profit ables and religious ideas will spread. At that time, wealth was a part of how much gold or silver a country
was on hand. So, the states started following the mercantalast policies, which are limited imports and exports of big. It holds more money in the bank at any time. The achievements in The Paloratawanthi Portuguese led the way to sub-South Africa and on the current day China, India,
Indonesia, but not for their first long time in the market advantage. Once contacts with the United States were open, Spanish, French, English, and Dutch invested in rapid investigation. Compared to The Palvarsiapalaurro-Raagaragangagama-Uadaa-Piktzhang Hichick Trade Network and
Spread of Koltoorichana Palwarangjohan Kabutangallandgate AsianAInstalled AWasco de GamaPortugalWest coast by AfricaIndiaGet by India by 1492 power stopped and china&amp; The Americans were isolated from Africa, Europe and Asia for the island's Central by ocean That's why
ancient civilizations are so interesting because they all develop similar structures without knowing about each other. Columbus was the most horrible man who was guilty of mass genocide, but he gets the name of this period because his journey was a new global trade system. flow of
treadithi The Old World (Africa Eurasia) and the New World (USA) unlocked a massive flow of goods, people, thoughts and disease. The habit of eating new crops and livestock changed and the global population increased. However, the United States suffered in large numbers due to the
spread of the disease. AfroEurasia from America →      AfroEurasia →       Atlantic Slave Traditional Atlantic Slave Trade from America started immediately after coming to Africa, but after that the American population expanded seriously after the land.
Cash crops were profitable, but needed a lot of hard work. Local communities were actually slaves, but they were not a viable long-term plan for free/cheap labor. The disease anoints most of the population, and many were able to escape because of the higher knowledge of the earth. The
Atlantic slave trade was expanded to provide labor across the colonies. Africa was often kidnapped with the help of local rulers and taken to the new world. The most common destination for slaves was Brazil because the life of sugar was too short to cultivate that was too harsh (5-10%
slave died every year). On the back of millions of slaves, the Chinese finally speed up silver as the most profitable good in time.   former AP world student Charly talks about Colombia Changawari slaves Wantakoloonisuperkantatagogesi (mostly Brazil) 39% British West Indies
(Caribbean) 18% Spanish (Latin America) 18% French (North America) 14% British Land (USA) 6% Dutch West Indies (Caribbean) 2% Other3% African Daspurathi African immigrants changed the culture of America as slaves brought new ideas, food, and languages. With 1500 different
bids, most slaves did not share a common language, which means that the native languages were lost over time. New languages are developed as a mixture of different languages, such as the unskilled. Music was an important factor for survival in many slave communities. This music will
later affect many species including gospel, blues, js, rock n roll, hop hop, resamba, and k. The Colombian Exchange had a huge impact on the environment as well. As colonists expand planting, many areas were affected by the scuttling, soil secarcity, and pressure on water sources. 4.4
Sea Empires Link Areas  Watch Former AP World student Varoon reviewed the important facts about the search for The Kodathala Europeans and the Ampereseuropeans sea worlds in Africa and Asia, he established trading post cities to set up a base. These cities later became
centres of royal administration. In West Africa, European traders and missionary have reached Congo and Benin. His empire and the kingdom of Congo participated in the slave trade, which increased their wealth and power. Japan Welcomed Portuguese and Dutch traders and
missionaries, then pulled back by the restriction on Christianity and contact with the outside. They remained isolated for most of the 17th and 18th centuries in an effort to protect traditional culture. China was also established on isolation from foreign affairs. After Zheng he is an inquiry, the



Ming families have backed out in the policies alone. Europeans will have to wait a few centuries to reach China. Mughals in India were open to trade with the European and British East India Company (EIC). I took advantage of the tension between Muslims and Hindus to increase its impact.
The British had direct colonial control over all India throughout the country and from the 19th century. The American Spanish and Portuguese divided the land of america and before they captured or conquered any of it. In 1494, he signed the agreement of Tordisullahs, which gave Brazil to
Portuguese and Spanish everywhere. Languages are still divided on these lines. Spanish Counquatadars boosted the umecht brought down and an empire within a few decades. The first ever objects when Hernan Cortis Cortes and his forces took the area into sickness. The Cortes also
got to quickly cover up the forces of the ajmakt rivals. He then established the Spanish capital of Mexico City. They fell immediately due to illness and cheating. Francisco Pazarro and his troops captured a leader Atahualpa and convinced him to trade gold for his return. He assembled, but
Pazarro still killed Atahualpa, effectively demolishing the empire. Spanish also set up a fort in St. Augustine in Florida on the current day. In North America, Spanish was controlled by southwest areas, Central America, and Florida. In the north of the Spanish region, French and Uk were
giving them wind because they are olympics for land and resource control. French attached to Aroquas for protection and trade rights. His eventual seven-year war threw up as a way to end tensions around the world. After that the British expelled France from Canada and India. The change
in the labor setimeseconomak system was affected as a trade acceleration. Portuguese controlled some areas on the Indian ocean network that they are as strong armed locals, but traders continued to trade and move. In the United States, the Spanish Incomenda system was established
and thus forced to localise the crop in cash crops in exchange for food and shelter, like feudal systems. In this labor system, the local land were attached and were not free to leave. This system was used on small forms called hacienda systems. Meanwhile, the silver trade was exceptionally
profitable for mines in Spanish and Potosi and The Zakatechas needed as much labor as possible. The locals were forced to work in hard mines. A revised Mit'a system is almost slave local. Labor Seistimpyplyorkcharstockslavymracas &amp; Aphacharwestid cash crop comparison, worked
planting, homeosteroids as maintained propertyFlow or no rightsSerfEvery &amp; As AsianWorked Forms Of Dstied No Legal Protections Indented SerwantWorldField Work Has Been Paid In Exchange For 7 Maintained HomesExport Paid In Exchange for The PeasantaEuropol &amp;
AsianBlacksmith, Created, FarmingWorked Paid To Collect Your Income From Your Income Tax The work of AfricaHerding, &amp; AfricaHerding, pastoralism, buildingMoved land was extremely hard to harvest and mining silver hard work, the work of the country's temporaryly Build
Member These new markets were profitable, but can only be maintained with a lot of cheap or free labor. Africa was targeted for labor in the United States because local populations were able to deal with disease dissuading land and with land knowledge and other local. The Andantorad
employees provided cheap labor for a while, but plant owners could not measure their business when the workers would be left after seven years. As the slave trade has been expanded, some African kings took part and shared profits. The slave was arrested, pens (no return points), and
then bandages on ships for mid-passing trips across the Atlantic. The demographic impact of slave trade in Africa was extraordinary. Although the growing food resources in Africa's population eventually led to the abduction of people in some areas of the growing population. Families were
separated and there was a gender imbalance because more men were taken than women. 4.5 Marine Empires Devalupmercantalast time big exports and small import policies so that a state can have more silver and gold on its hands. These policies forced colonies to import goods only
from their colonial changes in economic policy and to finance the increased trade in it, businesses, and banking. Trade Revolution: The transformation of economy on a trade basis around the world Gold and Silver is known as the trade revolution, with four main reasons: development of the
european colonies of new trade routes and the development of siasupaning during atlantic and pakapakpopolasten development, which increased due to the increased mining and also led to increasein prices, also known as price revolution. Is. Prices increased, more and more people went
into debt, which was a guide to revolution in the next century. In Pheancto, the united stock companies were set up to keep up with the new global demand. Investors reduced their personal risk as money amounts in minerals. It was like such an early look If a ship is destroyed then
everything is at risk compared to an investor, many investors can be divided into risk by increasing the number of such new businesses. There were two major joint stock companies. British East India Company and Dutch East India Company (VOC). Spain and The Government was more
than Private Investment, which is why they do not rely on joint stock companies. The Dutch were high rollers at that time and played a major role in finance. He set up a stock exchange and developed an international currency for trading facility. This financial budget creates huge wealth for
the Dutch. France and England were not financially consolidated. Investors were buying shares based on the expenses of specuated that increased sharply as the price increased. When a large number of these investments failed to return profits, many investors went into bankruptcy which
had a ruppalling effect on the economy. The tripartite trade from Atlantic, Europe to Africa to the United States and back to Europe was known as tripartite trade. Europeans took africa with goods made like guns, slaves took america, then cash crops ended up heading back to Europe. This
has been increased before that impact of The Atlantic Slave Trade seriously weakens the slave trade. For example, congo was in decline. The growth in the slow population also weakens economic production. Because of this, economic development in Africa was halted for centuries and
these areas were weakened to the royal victory of Europe. Without slave trade, African countries will continue to strengthen and could have prevented the chaos in the area for centuries. Some African rulers were against the slave trade . They kidnapped slaves and formed european union
in exchange for their wealth and guns , and made local conflict more violent . More and more kidnapped slaves were men, who left gender imbalance sine die in favour of women, especially in Ghana and Benin. As a result, the practice of bahwewah was more common. Finally, the new diet
exchange steels africa's population increased but the population in the West African areas was faced. The impact on local communities is the most immediate impact on the illness due to the large number of diseases. Native Americans did not have biological exceptions for common
diseases, as did Europeans like smallpox and merciless. These diseases were killed up to 90% of the population. Spanish and Portuguese influences spread across politics, economics and society in the United States. Spanish people were appointed to rule every area in the same way as
The Odenkis (Royal Courts). Most local literature, art, and languages were completely destroyed, which left very little basic sources before 1450. The earth's dekamataaon and This date made it difficult to save. Spanish and Portuguese languages became the dominant languages of the
region. Finally, a new elite class is called Crevilas. They were people of Spanish or Portuguese descent who were born in america. They were not powerful enough as Panansulyaqrace, people were born on the Iberian Peninsula, but had far more options than any mixed person, Native
American, or African slave. The belief emerged from changes in the Sesetemsanao-Sencrateak religions that local and colonial traditions are a blend. Sancrateums are everywhere, but there are many examples in the Us. Santeria-West African Faith + Roman Catholicasmoudon-West
African Spirituality Karabbayankandombali-Dance to respect the gods, Galialpay-Local + Catholic 4.6 Internal and External Challenges to rule the state as a wide-scale force of the state, they were met with constant resistance and rebellion. It's continuous in the history of the world. People
will always find a way to challenge state power, especially when survival is at stake. An internal challenge is that such citizens as the state comes from people within, by enslaving people or colonies. An external challenge in the state generally comes from neighbouring countries or other
Colonial forces in the region. Here are a few examples of how the challenge has been between 1450-1750: Queen Nzhang vs Portuguese Koloanzerspherbritish and Dutch pushed Portuguese out of India, they focused on enhancing their role in african slave trade. To resist portuguese,
Queen Nang of Ndongo (Angola on the current day) initially made a coalition with them to protect the import of guns for its people. Over time, the Portuguese became more exploitable to enhance their powers. Queen Nang changed the Dutch to help stop portuguese. Together, they
defeated portuguese in 1647, but the Dutch retreat from Central Africa left the area for one year. Even in her 60s, Queen Nzhang personally led her troops into battle to protect their land. After his death, the Portuguese region as well as the control by 1975... Russian central
Goormanthantohali West Africans were defending themselves against foreign attacks (external challenges), the Russians were dealing with internal challenges. The Russian serfs had suffered from the time of the Mongols and their hardships and population increased from the fifteenth
century. Free farmers affected by heavy loans often lost their land and were forced into serfdom. Even as soon as europe was over, Russian serfs were attached to the earth by strict laws that had no chance for independence. Farmers fleeing there started organizing as free, especially in
Stupas. They were called cossax. Rebel against Cossax under Yamalian Pugachev Great. Although their initial success in the coup was experienced, the Russian government eventually suppressed the coup. Then, in an attempt to avoid conflict in the future, the repression of the farmers
and some of them increased. Maratha (Hindu Yadkas) vs. Mughal Empire (Muslim) South Asia which includes modern India, Pakistan and Bangladesh, majority of Hindus are a strong minority of population and Muslims. However, in the 17th century, the Mughals were a Muslim group that
ruled the region. In fear of minority power, Hindu buddhists called the Maratha rebellion. The Maratha rebellion continued between 1680-1707 until they killed the Mughal leader. His death effectively ended the Mughal empire and the Maratha Empire was the government until 1818. Pibilas
vs. Sapanishan America, local groups rebelagainst European seo-fath On the current day in New Mexico, the entire Piubelo community rebeled against Spanish for 10 days in 1680. The Poublow uprising was successful and the Spanish had backed out of the region. However, he returned
to land territory in 1692. Some pibilas resisted again, but spanish was immediately recalled by the small group of yadkas. Many of the pibilas were then moved to seek freedom. Slaves vs. Slave Owner'sJamaca was a growing slave population in that time period. In 1655, the British took
over this country. Spanish slave owners fled, many slaves fled and established settlements called Marons. The revolts led to some success in the red communities, but eventually passed. In The Jamika there were groups of marons who were forced to join the Spanish militia in opposing
british titts that when Spain finally failed there and a deal was signed with Britain. The Gulcoster County uprising in 1663 was the first slave rebellion in the British American colonies. African slaves forged alliance with white Andantored in rebellion to demand freedom. The rebellion in
Virginia failed and there were serious consequences. To prevent white and black oppressed groups from conspiracy, the Virginia government prevented racist policies from driving a brick. He gave some rights to low-class white workers to do their gods and prevent further chaos. The black
slaves were slaves for 200 years and years . Local tribes vs. British colonists (Battle of Metacome) Native American tribes in New England were some of the first local communities to be displaced by British colonists. The last stand against The Pymitavshvad was led by Metakaom, also
known as his colonial name King Phillip.By 1670s, the Colonists and the local were mostly partners. However, in 1675, Metakaom installed a last-attempt attempt to get it off the local land. Many tribes participated, although some people had some direction swayed with English. 14 months
after the Colonists defeated the local Rebellion. The battle of Metaqaom on total population is the deadest in American history. Brilliant Revolution: English Protestantvs English Catholics in England, things were getting complicated. England was a majority Protestant country but a Catholic
minority. In 1685, Catholic King James II ascended to the throne and began anti-Protestant policies. William of Orange had supported him by protestant. Without any blood, William and Mary II pressured James II into exile and took the throne. William and Mary accepted common powers
with Parliament and signed the rights of the English Bill. It is known as the magnificent revolution. Revolts &amp; RevoltsSattenutbali Challongasportugodutch &amp; The modern day against South Saqwin Nang in English has been pushed against the Angola-French-French rebellion the
new PowerRussianCossac Wars of the present day (The RebellionPugachev County Slave Rebellion) of the current day Virginia) The Battle of The RebellionMugalsSpanishPueblo (New England) The Magnificent Revolution (Catholic vs. Protestants of Church england)  Watch AP World
Teacher Ian Liddle about the disorder What I know about resistance in empires to know 4.7 on a global scale HierarchiesThe upper elite class and low labor class to change the expansion of trade. World trade was exceptionally profitable and new elite classes enjoyed this wealth.
Meanwhile, increase in forced labour population further expands the wealth difference. Landmine Quick Reminder! The mines included Usmani, Mughal and Safvi. Ottoman society was complex. The Salatins have been the top government of the Pyramid and had powers to reward such
soldiers. The middle class includes military, scholars, and other bureaucratic groups. The result within the army took power and tried to de-de-delinee the Sultan. At present, the Ottoman Empire is practicing a wonderful amount of religious tolerance for Jews and Christians. Although non-
Muslims were forced to pay the jage tax, many Jews were expelled from Spain and In The Kingdom of India, which spread its power. Meanwhile, the Mughal Empire was more tolerant than the great under Akbar as he abolished the Jagetax and supported the extension of Sikhism (a
mixture of Hinduism and Islam). Women also experienced some great freedoms in the Ottoman Empire. Some women, such as Ruelan, climbed the social ladder from the wife of Ottoman ruler Solomon the Great. It was an extreme case of class movement, but is an example of what was
possible. The Hanathanathi Chung family was the government of yuan mongols overteharo manchu, a minority group. It was another historical example of a minority group commanded by a majority group (see: Mughals, Pymveshvad). Although the political traditions of the adopted China,
Qing manchu were determined to create culture. For example, they forced all men to wear their hair in rows (hung pygtile style), which was an electric transfer to check loyalty from the throne. Ethnic division: The majority of the Hon's generation faced the most intolerance from Chung. Most
times, The Han men will refuse to wear manchu hair on the side with the chung and the mass murder of The Hon Men. The European society was a royal family government which had a huge wealth from trade and corruption. Under the Royals was a second class of nobility, a small rich
group that owned the most of the land. Najaba was influenced in parliament, but no power over the Royals. The Kummuneras were the least class and often challenged the nobility. After the failed coup from The Commoneras, Louis XIV committed to maintaining power from the common
people or from Najaba, I am the state. Jewish diaspourin sat down during the 15th and 16th centuries, jewish communities faced anti-Semitism in Western Europe. In Spain, Ferdinand and Isabella expelled the entire Jewish population, which moved them around the world. The Jews of
Spanish race who migrated to North Africa and the Middle East are called as a weebit. From East and Central Europe, Jewish populations are called Ashkynazi. Both groups experienced the tarak-e-taraksh from the 20th century. Enlightenment and scientific revolution have given more
tolerance to Jews and made people consider natural rights . At that time, the Netherlands was particularly tolerant to Europe, many Jews migrated there and worked in the financial industry of the peak. This connection will later be used for the Jews to scopy at the economic level. Russia,
the social classes were the same for the rest of Europe, besides continuing to follow them. Russian nobility, known as boiars, was rich selling. There were merchants under them . The bottom was the largest class of farmers, many of whom were forced into debt and serfdom. As soon as
they were fully connected to the land and sold on selling land. The American America is mostly described by the ethnic divide during the period 1450-1750. The arrival of Europe, the local, the dikamataon and the explosion of african slave trade had led to the most dramatic social changes in
america. Social classes in America were based on race, which is a significant difference from the rest of the world. Slavery was an important driver of the relationship of the sea trade. In the British North American colonies, there was a separate class of Europeans, local and African slaves
who rarely found. Although there were mixed children, mainly because of the inesculcation, social standards were separated and policies supported this tradition. In the Spanish and Portuguese colonies, things were different. In an attempt to genocide Culture was encouraged to create
Europeans with local and African communities. All ethnic collections created new social classes organized by the race with Europe. Panansolukrace or Europeans who were born in Spain or In The Great, and have been present as representatives of the Royal Crown. This party was born in
the United States, but they had the next highest privilege with the pure European race. Mixed classes, or kasatis, had its own pyramid inside a pyramid. Mestasous = European + Andaguosmalato = European + Afrachanzamabaus = Local + African (free) All other local tail African slaves 
Watch AP World Teacher Donald D'Orto Unit 4 ⚡ From Watch Concepts from The Herarachislast Words Changing Social &amp; Explains: AP World History-  Q&amp;A Study Cessaunsti Topic: These are the concepts and words from a far away end that appear on the most common
test. Make a quizlet to make sure you are aware of these terms! 95 Tehsisayadam Samatahphaakan Daspurakbarangbut chorchatawalpatilantak trade cestima and angzezebactek emapretoque crockastacoffeehouseschools A CompanyencompanyendaEnglish War Appearindeured by
ServitudeindulgnsInquision Vadassantaraaschulstockaspoissassestessolomon ISunni AliTaj Mahalotharti Years' WarTokugawa Shougunate
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